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In United States’ pop culture, the traditional celebrity in the visual arts is a 
Hollywood actor or a rock star. When I think of a celebrity, the image of Tom 
Hanks, Brad Pitt, and Angelina Jolie appear. When I google search “List of 
Celebrities”, an entire index of movie stars and rock stars, ranging from 
Michael Jackson to Charlie Sheen, is returned to me under the category 
“Celebrities”. There is no doubt that Michael Jackson is celebrated for being 
the “King of Pop” and that Charlie Sheen is celebrated for his personality and 
his role in television shows such as Two and a Half Men. Celebrities, such as 
Michael Jackson and Charlie Sheen, possess access and social capital. But 
are today’s United States’ pop celebrities only Hollywood actors and best-
selling music artists? 

Who Are Internet 
Personalities?
An internet personality is an individual who has become famous 
through their content creation on the internet. In other words, an 
internet personality is your favorite youtuber, blogger, vlogger, 
tweeter, instagrammer, snapchatter, or whatever “app-er” you 
frequent. These “nouveau” celebrities have access to millions, if 
not billions, of viewers.

Technology and Celebrity
Advancing communication technology increased access to 
stardom. With advancing technology, “…the changing face of 
fame existed squarely at eye level, lacking any pretense of 
pedestal altogether “ The internet personality exemplifies today’s 
celebrity-audience interaction. Through the internet, a content 
creator captivates his/her audience through with empathetic  
personality. 

A Celebrity Has Social 
Capital. 
Social capital: the 
interpersonal 
relationships,
institutions, and other
social assets that
can be used to gain 
advantage.

A celebrity’s audience is his or her most 
important asset; it is his or hers social 
capital. Celebrities are often defined by 
their social capital. My question is: are the 
Hollywood actors of today the only visual 
personalities with significant social 
capital? A new branch of celebrity, the 
internet personality, is another, upcoming 
personality with bountiful social capital.
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The “Celebrification” of 
Internet Personalities.
A recent study by “Think with Google” addressed the 
ways in which YouTube stars are influential than 
traditional celebrities. Polls were conducted, and it was 
found that “70% of teenage YouTube subscribers 
relate to YouTube creators more than traditional 
celebrities.” Another poll found that “4 in 10 millennial 
subscribers say their favorite creator understands 
them better than their friends.” The unique trait that 
defines an internet personality is their ability to relate 
to their audience. Authenticity is the means to an 
internet personality’s celebrification. 

Tyler Oakley 
“I have always made 
Youtube videos from the start 
as a diary that people have a 
key to... And I have learned this 
more and more even up 
until this year: the more I am 
honest, the more people are 
invested and feel a 
deeper connection.” 
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Responsibility in Content Creation 

The internet, our overlord of instant communication, allows internet personalities to 
post content whenever and however. Internet personalities are virtually uncensored. 
Unfortunately, uncensored content is a double-edged sword. While the uncensored 

content on the internet provides free speech and entertainment, it could detriment the 
well-being of audiences if used irresponsibly.
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